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A representation of linear continuous functionals on certain algebras of unbounded operators
in Hilbert spaces as trace functionals is given for the case, where the domain of the algebra is
a dualmetric space. This is complementary to the metric case, which was investigated some years
ago.
Introduction

Algebras of unbounded operators in a Hilbert space are essentially used as models
in the quantum mechanics. One of the most important questions of this theory is the
representability of the normal states (positive linear functionals) by trace operators.
This would generalize the duality X{H)' = ^V(H) between the set of compact
operators and the nuclear operators, which is true in the bounded case, to the
situation of unbounded operators. In this case, we have to consider instead of H
a dense linear subspace D of H and instead of the C*-algebra &(H) the maximal
*-algebra J27+(D) of all (possibly unbounded) linear operators defined on D and
having D as an invariant subspace (For a more precise definition see the next
section.). We will show that the algebra J&?+(D) defines a natural topology t on D.
The case, where D becomes a metrizable space with respect to this topology was
studied extensively in past by several authors and the problem concerning trace
functionals could be solved affirmatively ([3], [7], [8], [9]). Some of these results
were presented on the 9th Winter School of Abstract Analysis [2]. But the methods
used there fail completely for dualmetrizable domains, i.e. for domains which are
dual spaces of metrizable spaces. Such domains are not less important in the theory
of algebras of unbounded operators, as it was shown in ([4]). However, using a complete different technique we can overcome the difficulties in the dualmetric case
and we can give a representation theorem for functionals as one of the main results
of this paper. Roughly spoken, this new technique is based on the finite dimensional
characterizations of Hilbert spaces and of nuclear operators on Hilbert spaces.
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1. Notations and basic results
In all the following let H be any fixed Hilbert space and let D be any dense linear
subspace of H. For any closable operator A in H we denote by A, A* and D(A) its
closure, adjoint and domain, respectively. The restriction of A* to D will be denoted
by A+. Following [8], the maximal op*-algebra associated with D is defined b>
S£+(D) := {AeEnd(D): A* exists, D g D(A*), A*(D) g D} .
Obviously, S£+(D) is a *-algebra. The graph topology t on D is defined by the system
of all seminorms
pA(d) : = \\Ad\\ , d e D , Ae S£+(D) .
This topology coincides with the projective topology on D defined by the mappings
A.D -+ H for AeS£+(D). Since the identity l f l belongs to S£+(D), the canonical
embedding J: D -> H is t — ||'||-continuous. Moreover, any operator Ae£P+(D)
is t — ^-continuous as a map from D into itself. From now on we restrict ourselves
to closed domains, i.e., we suppose
D = (){D(A): A e &+(D)} = (\{D(A**)\ -4 e JSf+(D)} .
Since the graph topology t is even generated by the system of the energetic norms

p?(d) = (\Adf + \d\*y* ,

Ae#+(D),

and since the domains D(A) are Hilbert spaces with respect to the energetic norms,
D is even the projective limit of Hilbert spaces. In particular, (D, t) is semireflxive
and complete. For the purpose of the next chapter we construct a Gelfand tripel.
Let D'b be the strong dual space of (D, t). To avoid antilinear mappings we use the
complex conjugate space D+ of D' by replacing the original scalar multiplication
in D' by the new scalar multiplication (X, x) -> Ix. Since any vector he H defines
a continuous linear functional fh on D by <d,f,> = (d, h)H, we get linear continuous
embeddings
D -• H -+ D + .
In this sense we consider D as a linear subspace of D+. Using the bipolar theorem it
is easy to show that D is a(D', D) dense in D'. Since D is semireflexive, D is even
G(D', D") dense in D'. But then Mazur's theorem shows that D is also dense in D'b
and Db with respect to the strong topology.

2. Bounded subsets and bounding operators

To express the notion of continuity of linear functional on algebras of operators,
we need a suitable topology on 1£+(D). Such a topology was introduced by
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LASSNER in [8] and it is called the uniform topology TD. This topology is given
by the system of all seminorms
pM(A) := sup {\(Adu d2)\: du d2eM},

Ae 2+(D)

,

where M runs over a basis of the absolutely convex and f-bounded subsets of D.
In the context of the embedding D g H g D+ the topology TD is the restriction of
the bounded open topology on S£(D, D+) to Se+(D).
Now, it is very important that there is a close connection between the following
subjects:
— the structure of TD
— the system of the bounded subsets of D
— the system of the bounded ellipsoids in D
— some sort of bounding operators
— the representation of linear continuous functional by a trace.
Of course the connection between the first two questions is evident. Let us now
introduce the notion of bounding operators. An operator Te S£+(T>) is called to
be bounding, if the product XTY is a bounded operator in H for all operators
X, Ye&+(D). The set of all bounding operators in S£+(D) is denoted by @(D).
Each bounding operator T maps even H into D in a continuous way and the image
T(SH) of the unit ball of H is a bounded subset of D. Moreover, we have the following external characterization of bounding operators.
Proposition ([4]). An operator Te S£+(lS) is bounding if and only if there is
a linear continuous extension T: D+ -> D of T.
For the proof of this proposition once more the assumption of the closedness
of D in the defined above sense is needed.
A bounded absolutely convex and closed subset M of D is called to be a bounded
Hilbert ball, if the gauge functional
PAf(<0 : = inf {Q > 0: d e QM]
satisfies the parallelogram equation
PM(" + v)2 + pM(u - v)2 = 2pM(u)2 + 2pM(v)2
for all u, v e span M. In this case, there is a scalar product (•, *) M associated to M.
Now, the image T(SH) of the unit ball of H is a bounded ellipsoid for each bounding
operator T. Conversely, using a theorem of KATO [6] it can be shown that the
bounded ellipsoids are exactly the sets M = T(SH) for some positive bounding
operator T e &+(D).
Recall that a locally convex space £ is a DF-space (or a dualmetric space), if it
has a countable fundamental system of the bounded subsets and if the intersection
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of any sequence of closed absolutely convex zero-neighbourhoods is a zero-neighbourhood provided that it absorbs all bounded subsets of E. This class of spaces contains
the strong dual spaces of all Frechet ( = complete metrizable) spaces, and the dual
of a DF-space is as a Frechet space. But the structure of F- and DF-spaces is very
different, and only Banach spaces can have both properties simultaneously. Now we
come to the main result of this section.
Theorem. If D is a metrizable (F-) or a dualmetrizable (DF-) space with respect
to t, then each bounded subsets of D is contained in a bounded Hilbert ball.
For metrizable spaces this was shown by Kt)RSTEN [7] in 1986. The much more
difficult DF-case was treated by the author in 1989 using the local characterization of
ellipsoids. For details we refer to [4]. The description of the bounded subsets enables
us to characterize the topology xD by bounding operators:
Corollary. Under the assumptions of the theorem the uniform topology xD on
S£+(lS) is given by the system of all seminorms
pT(X) : = J] TXT\\ , 0

=

T e &(D).

Let 0 ^ T e &(D) be given. If (Ex) denotes its spectral measure, then a family
of bounded projectors is defined by
Pe =

tfdEk,

e>0.

Now, it is easy to see, that for each X e S£+(D) the convergence pT(X — PeXP£) =
= II TXT - PeTXTPJ -» 0 holds true. But PeXPe belongs to @(D). This yields:
Corollary. Under the assumptions of the theorem the subspace &(D) is xD-dense
in <£+(D).
3. Trace functionals

In this section we will give a generalization of the formulae X(H)' = Jf{H) to
the case of unbounded operators. An operator T e &(D) is called to be nuclear
bounding, if the closure of the product XTYis a nuclear operator on H for all X, Ye
e £?+(D). The set of all nuclear bounding operators is denoted by JV(D).
Theorem. If D is a DF-space then the following characterization
nuclear operators holds true:

of bounding

JT(D) = @(D) . ^(II) .
Here, -^V(H) denotes the nuclear operators on II.
The proof of the theorem is rather difficult and it will appear elsewhere. Remember
that the space X(H) of the compact operators on H is the norm closure of the
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set fF(H)of all operators on H having a finite rank. Therefore, we should introduce
on D the set
&(D) = {F e &+(D): rank (F) < 00} .
Corollary. If D is a DF-space, then the equation

(F(D), xDy & JT(D)
holds algebraically, where the isomorphism is given by
<F, <p> = tr FTy for some T^ e JV(D) .
Proof. Let us show that every operator TejV(D) generates a continuous functional.
In fact, Tadmits a representation T = S±NS2 for some N e ^(H) and Sl9 S2e &(D).
Hence for every F e !F(D) we have the following estimation, where v denotes the
nuclear norm:
\trFT\ = \trFSiNS2\

= \tr S^S^

=

H^FSj] v(N).

But p(F) = || S^FSi || is a TD-continuous seminorm on £?+(D) by the Corollary in
section 2. Conversely, let any TD-continuous functional cp e ^(D)' be given. Then
there is some S e @l(D) such that
\cp(F)\ <, ps(F) = \\SFS\\,

Fe3F(D),

holds true. We consider the subspace !FS : = S ^(D) S of !F(H). For every element
F0 = SFS e &s we have

WFo)|:=KF)| = ||SFS|| = ||F0||.
Hence, <p0 is a norm-continuous functional on fFs. By the Hahn-Banach-Theorem
there is an extension of q>0 to !F(H) = X(Ff). But the functional on tf(H) admit
a representation
cp0(A) = rr^T 0
for some T0 e JT(H) and all A e X(H). Then the operator T = ST0S e JV(D) gives
the desired representation for q>. In fact, we have
(p(F) = (p0(SFS) = tr SFST0 = tr FST0S = tr FT
for all F e F(D).
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